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I would prefer to become a craftsman rather than a genius,said president of the XLGAMES
company Song zaijing who led more than 350 employees to develop the ArcheAge.

Recently, the game producer Song zaijing accepted the media interview when the new work of
South Korean MMORPG named ArcheAge began the fifth test.

1. Provide more props to players

Song zaijing said that the rhythm of ArcheAge is slower than the Diablo 3 or Sword of the Spirit. At
the same time, in order to prevent the fast consumption of the players, the game adopts the concept
of labor. Through the previous tests, it is found that most players of ArcheAge do not blindly
upgrade or change the equipment, but to experience to build a house, the formation of the
Association of siege, planting trees or ship to act as pirates. At this point, as the developer, what we
need to do is to give players more props.

2. The focus of 5th beta: integrate with the existing contents

With regard to the upcoming fifth beta, Song zaijing said that the key point lies in interegrating the
existing contents, though we will add new contents,such as the ocean-related content, copy and
trade.

3. Consider adding the farms or water residential

It is reported that in order to add more ocean-related contents, the ArcheAge reduces the transfer
function between the mainland and the mainland. 

Although not thus canceled the transfer function, but the delivery fee will become more expensive.
In the future, players who have abundant time can take a boat to reach another continent. As for
those who have no enough time, but affluent players, they can choose the transfer. In addition, the
ArcheAge will add more contents of the ocean during the next test, such as, add a collection of
aquatics players can take a ship to transport, or through robbery and induced small-scale fighting
during transport. At the same time, we also consider adding the offshore farms or water residential
and so on. However, these elements are still in the conceptual stage, so I canâ€™t guarantee that these
elements will occur at the next test.

4. Add motive for building a house

Song zaijing said that during the next test, the ArcheAge will add motivation for building a house.
For example, only after building a house, the players can collecte or process, and so on.

Finally, Song zaijing thought that compared with the fast-paced online game TERA,  the ArcheAge
is just a slow-pace online game which the players can get the experience gradually. Although we
cannot say which type is good, I hope that more players can try our ArcheAge.
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James - About Author:
The article is from a www.mycheaprs.com, which you can buy runescape gold,if you want to know
more information about RS Gold, please enter www.mycheaprs.com.
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